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O N  THE CRAMER-RA0 BOUND OF 
FINITE-LENGTH CEPSTRUM SPECTRAL 
EST1 MATORS 
Indexing terms: Speech recognition, Spectral analysis 
Spectral estimators based on finite-length cepstrum model- 
ling are useful in several applications. The Cramer-Rao 
lower bound of the asymptotic variance of their logarithmic 
spectral estimates can be obtained in explicit form. This does 
not depend on the specific underlying spectrum. 
Introduction: Parametric modelling of stationary random 
process is widely used in many engineering and statistics 
applications. Especially popular are rational models as the 
all-pole or autoregressive (AR) model and the general pole- 
zero or autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) model.’ 
There also exist nonrational models of interest in a number of 
applications. Particularly, the model 
S(w) = 8‘”’ (1) 
where P(w) is a trigonometric polynomial of the angular fre- 
quency 4 - n  10 I n) 
M - 1  
P(w) = C c,e-jok 
k = - M + I  
appears in various fields, e.g., radar and sonar applications 
that make use of Gaussian spectra,’ or the absorption spectra 
encountered in interferometric ~pectroscopy.~ From a theo- 
retical point of view, this type of model arises from the maxi- 
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misation of an entropy measure of the underlying random 
process assuming an accurate set of autocorrelation values is 
given.“ Since the coeficients ck of P(w) are the cepstral coefi- 
cients of S(w),’ this type of spectral model is equivalent to 
consider a finite-length cepstrum. 
Finite-length cepstrum spectral estimators obtained from 
AR (or LPC) modelling are very successful in speech pro- 
cessing whenever a distance between spectra has to be evalu- 
ated.6 Since the AR spectral modelling involves an infinite 
cepstral sequence, the model underlying these distances (of 
Euclidean type) is no longer of AR type. Actually, it is a 
finite-length cepstrum model, as indicated by eqn. 1. In fact, 
whenever a spectral estimator involves a cepstrum windowing, 
it will be based on this type of modelling (see Reference 7 for 
another example). 
In spite of the use that is being made of spectral estimators 
based on this type of model, the statistical eficiency of them 
can not be easily evaluated due to the lack of a theoretical 
explicit lower bound for the variance. In this letter a general 
expression for the asymptotic Cramer-Rao lower bound of 
the log spectrum is given. As will be shown, it does not 
depend on the specific underlying spectrum. Before finding 
this Cramer-Rao bound we will calculate the corresponding 
Fisher information matrix. 
Asymptotic Fisher information matrix of finite-length models: 
Let x(n) be a zero-mean Gaussian stationary time series. 
Assume that measurements are available in the range 
1 I n I N where N + 00, and the cepstral parameters cy, 
k = 0, 1, . . . , M - 1, are estimated from x(n). The Fisher infor- 
mation matrix associated with this estimation is given by 
Whittle’s formula (expression (3.3 in Reference 8): 
d w  (3) 
F,, = 5 j log S ( 4  a log S ( 4  
4n ac, ac, 
-I 
where Fij  are the elements of the Fisher matrix F, where 
i , j = O , l , _ . . ,  M -  1. 
According to the spectral model eqns. 1 and 2 
log s(w) = co + 1 ck(Ba’ + ,- jot) M -  I 
k = l  
so that the derivatives involved in eqn. 3 are 
d log S(W) 
8% 
~- - 1  
(4) 
The Fisher matrix takes the simple form 
F,,  = NS(i - j )  if i, j # 0 
N 
F,, = - 
2 
F = N ( :  1/2 0 0 
(7) 
which does not depend on the parameter values ck.  
C r a m e - R a o  lower_ bound of the asymptotic log spectrum 
variance: Assume C = [fo, fl, . . . , ZM - is an asymptotically 
unbiased estimator of the vector of M cepstral parameters of 
the model. The spectral estimate log g(w) obtained through 
eqns. 1 and 2 is also asymptotically unbiased and its asymp- 
totic variance is bounded by the corresponding Cramer-Rao 
bound? 
If the estimator is eficient, this variance will approach the 
Cramer-Rao lower bound as N, the number of data points, 
tends to infinity. If it is not efficient, then var {log &a)} will be 
strictly greater than the bound as N + 00. 
987 
The asymptotic Cramer-Rao lower bound asserts that, if 
the Fisher information matrix is not singular, the asymptotic 
variance of log 9(w) verifies’ 
var {log g(w)} t D J ( w ) F ~ ‘ D ( w )  (8) 
where T denotes transpose and D(w) is the vector of partial 
derivatives 
a log s(w) a log s ( ~ )  a log s(w) 
From the non-singular Fisher matrix given by eqn. 7 and the 
elements of the vector o(w) indicated in eqn. 5, it readily 
follows from eqn. 8 that 
which is independent of S(o) ,  being dependent only on N and 
M .  
Adding up the geometrical exponential series involved in 
eqn. 10, the asymptotic Cramer-Rao lower bound of log $(U) 
can be expressed in the following more closed form: 
Notice that if M + m 
4M 
N 
2- w = O , n  
In this case, the Cramer-Rao lower bound exactly coincides 
with the asymptotic variance (M + cc and N + CO) of the 
efficient AR spectral estimator.” This is a consistent result 
since when the number of parameters of the model tends to 
infinity the finite-length cepstrum model and the AR model 
become identical. 
To  summarise the performance of the spectral estimator 
with a scalar measure, we can compute the lower bound of the 
average variance, which is 
2M 
L = 1 var {log $w)} dw 2 - 271 N 
-I 
In Reference 9 was shown that eqn. 13 is an universal result, 
independent of both the specific parametric model and the 
underlying spectrum. Observe that L is actually the integrated 
mean square estimation error for the log spectrum since the 
estimator is unbiased. 
Conclusions: Spectral estimators based on finite-length ceps- 
trum modelling are useful in several applications. In this 
paper, general explicit expressions for the asymptotic Fisher 
information matrix and the asymptotic Cramer-Rao lower 
bound of the log spectrum variance have been easily obtained. 
None of them depends on the specific underlying spectrum, a 
result that is characteristic of the finite-length cepstrum model 
due to the particular form of eqns. 3 and 9. 
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ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR VARIABLE 
TELETRAFFIC DEMAND I N  HIGHWAY 
MICROCELLS 
Indexing terms: Telecommunications, Algorithms 
I 
An adaptive algorithm is presented which ensures that the 
probability of a mobile radio call in progress being forced to 
terminate during handover in highway microcells is always 
small, even in the presence of high new call request rates. 
As the teletraffic demand increases for mobile radio communi- 
cations it becomes necessary to operate with small cells that 
are configured to the localised teletrafic load. By opting for 
smaller cells, often called microcells or picocells,i,z the spec- 
tral efficiency is dramatically increased. A particular type of 
microcell that is of commercial interest is the highway micro- 
cell. The mobile stations (MSs) are mounted in vehicles that 
are restrained to the tight confines of the highway lanes. 
The drivers make calls while in motion using transceivers 
having a hands off mode of operation. A highway microcell 
covers a segment of the highway containing a small base 
station (BS) mounted at lamp post elevation, say 15m, radi- 
ating mobile radio signals with a cigar shape beam along the 
h i g h ~ a y . ~  Contigious microcellular BSs form a cluster, with 
the BSs connected either by an optical LAN, or by point-to- 
point radio links to the mobile switching centre (MSC). The 
clusters are also contigious over the length of the highway. As 
a vehicular MS, in the process of making a call, travels along 
the highway it requests from the BS in the next microcell a 
channel in order to continue its communication. Should no 
channel be available the call is terminated. The probability of 
this happening is P,. We require that P, be significantly lower 
than the probability P ,  of a newly requested call being 
blocked. To  ensure that P ,  P ,  we have devised a number of 
 scheme^.^ One is to arrange for a BS to have a set number of 
channels N ,  exclusively available for handovers. If the BS 
can support N channels, the remaining N ,  = (N - Nh)  chan- 
nels may be used for either handover or new calls. The tele- 
traffc performance may be improved by deploying an 
overlaying macrocell which provjdes N o  channels to assist 
those BSs in the microcellular cluster that currently have no 
channels available for handover to requesting MSs. Thus a 
MS entering a microcell whose BS does not have a channel 
available to allow the MS to continue its call is assigned one 
from the macrocell BS. When a channel becomes available at 
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